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From the Publishers
Dear Readers,
We hope you enjoy this edition of Enforce, the only
publication covering exclusively the complex field
of insurance policy enforcement. Our magazine
is now in its 13th year, and boasts an annual
circulation of 30,500. We could not be more
pleased with or grateful to the loyal following
we’ve built among readers interested in corporate
insurance recovery.

david e. wood and david P. bender JR.

As the publishers of Enforce, our mission is to keep a steady focus on important trends affecting the clients
we serve. Nothing in the insurance world is as omnipresent today as the Affordable Care Act. Savvy
employers already know how the costs of the health care law have dinged their bottom line. Insurers are
using the law as a convenient crutch on which to blame steep premium increases. Don’t buy it. In this
issue, Enforce authors give you five ways to avoid falling prey to this tactic. Other topics addressed in these
pages include the strategic use of self-insured retentions, how to proceed when insurance coverage and
bankruptcy intersect, how to reconstruct historical insurance programs for long-tail liabilities, and the trail
of Superstorm Sandy insurance lawsuits that are just now reaching the courts.
Our clients remain critically impacted by the tentative aftermath of the Great Recession. The path to
recovery is neither clearly marked nor fully energized. In this environment, the thoughtful transfer
of risk to insurance policies continues to be vital to the protection of balance sheets. But the most
sophisticated insurance program has little value if claims aren’t paid when they happen. That’s why we
publish this magazine: to level the playing field when insurance companies don’t do what they should.
We have never viewed ourselves merely as lawyers expert in getting insurance companies to pay claims.
Rather, we see ourselves as business partners helping the client protect its assets. By recouping insured
losses and liabilities, we help drive capital back into the client’s core business. Enforce gives our readers
an inside look at our play list. We hope it inspires our readers to challenge insurance companies in their
core business: fighting over claims.
Sincerely,
David E. Wood		
dwood@andersonkill.com

David P. Bender Jr.
dbender@andersonkill.com
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Use the Affordable Care Act
as a Sword at Renewal Time Or . . .

Your Insurance Company
Will Use It Against You
By Rhonda D. Orin and Daniel J. Healy

M

ost recent articles about the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act concern the postponement of employer mandates and the failures
of healthcare.gov. The media hype has led many
employers to shift their focus away from health care
law issues until 2015. But savvy employers are not
ignoring the law. They know that many of the law’s
provisions already affect their bottom line and, if
used correctly, the statute can be helpful.
Roughly speaking, three general groups are subject
to Affordable Care Act requirements: employers, individuals and insurance companies. Many
provisions applicable to insurance companies have
a ripple effect, in that provisions enacted for the
purpose of limiting insurance companies’ ability to
charge excess premiums are being manipulated to
increase premiums instead.
A common refrain from health insurers at renewal
time is that due to the health care law, premiums
must go up. What is notable, however, is that health
insurance companies have been flourishing since the
act was passed. Ten of them, for example, were in the
Fortune 500 for 2013, and eight of them improved
their rankings from 2012. It may be useful to keep this
fact in mind when they cry poor at renewal time.
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It is increasingly common for insurance companies
to use the Affordable Care Act to increase premiums while — ironically — blaming the law for the
premium increases. By paying attention to the five
tips below the informed employer can avoid falling
prey to such tactics.

1. Fun and Games with the Medical Loss Ratio

Most renewals start when brokers provide employers
with a worksheet reporting on their claims experience in the current year, and documenting (supposedly) the need for a substantial premium increase.
One of the key numbers on that relatively indecipherable spreadsheet is a percentage called the medical loss
ratio. It is supposed to designate the ratio between the
premium dollars spent on health care and the premium
dollars that go to the insurance company’s administrative costs and bottom line. Its intent is policyholderfavorable: to keep premiums in line with costs.
Large plans are required by the Affordable Care Act
to have a medical loss ratio of at least 85%. That
means at least 85% of premiums must be spent on
actual health care costs. If that threshold is not met
on the group level (e.g., if only 75% was spent on

medical costs), the difference is to be refunded to
all policyholders in that group, proportionately.
Many employers do not appreciate that they are entitled to this protection. Thus, in the first few years
of the health care law, many received refunds in the
mail with no understanding as to why.
Since then, the insurance companies have gotten
smarter. At this point, most have avoided further
refunds by meeting their medical loss ratios every
year — or at least claiming to do so.
Think about it — one easy way for insurance companies to meet their medical loss ratio requirements is
simply by increasing their payments of claims. That
way, they can keep their premiums the same, or even
increase them. For fully insured plans, the ability to
increase claim payments, and the maintenance of all
records about those payments, lies exclusively within
insurance company control. There is no disadvantage for insurance companies in increasing their
claim payments; they simply pass through all the
increased costs to the employers at renewal time.
Next, think about this — as a legal matter, insurance
companies actually benefit from overpaying claims,

then recovering the overpayment through a fraud
recovery action. The overpayment itself increases the
numerator of the claim payments; the fraud recovery
later provides a credit to that numerator — after the
medical loss ratio has been calculated.
This double benefit stands in stark contrast to an
insurance company’s fraud prevention activities.
When insurance companies utilize their alreadyexisting mechanisms for detecting and avoiding
fraudulent claims from the outset, they do not get a
credit toward their medical loss ratio for either the
initial overpayment or the secondary recoupment.
Although they end up in the same place financially
in terms of the claim payment, they have missed
the opportunity to inflate the numerator of the
medical loss ratio calculation — and thereby to
avoid owing policyholders a refund.
Against this backdrop, it should not come as a
surprise that there has been an increase recently
in insurance company lawsuits seeking reimbursement of their own overpayments to providers.
Or — that some insurance companies have been
overt in acknowledging that the medical loss ratio
Continued next page
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creates an incentive for overpayments and a disincentive for fraud prevention.
Or — that top executives of one health insurance
company were convicted in 2013 of recording fraudulent claim payments on their books to satisfy a comparable medical loss ratio imposed by Medicaid.
As we said, think about it.
The practical advice for employers at renewal time is
to look carefully, and in an informed way, at the medical loss ratio on their renewal worksheets. If it shows a
sharp increase in claim payments that makes no sense,
e.g., if enrollment had dropped at the same time, it is
time to ask questions. Request an audit. Request documentation. Do as much as possible to investigate this
type of issue. In some circumstances, merely questioning the representation in an informed way can thwart
a baseless attempt to jack up a premium.

2. The Ever-Rising “Trend”

It’s renewal time, and you sit down with your insurance company and your broker. Shaking their
heads regretfully, they present you with a “trend”
chart, which shows that your employees have had a
bad year, health-wise. Making matters worse, they
advise, there are many claims in the pipeline and
the trend is going up. The result is a substantial,
unavoidable premium increase — one even larger
than is evident from the raw numbers.
Sound familiar? Unfortunately, probably so.
The good news (if it can be called that) is that such
claims as to an ever-rising trend may be as factually
bankrupt as the medical loss ratio representation
discussed above.
Most employers purchase health insurance in order
to gain access to a medical provider network and
claims processing services. The network is supposed
to assure that physicians, hospitals and others who
render health services charge reduced rates. The
health insurer or claims administrator is supposed to
assure that the paid claims are only for proper medical
charges and covered medical treatment. The dual roles
could be described as serving a “gatekeeper” role.
But when the most efficient way to increase premiums is to increase medical payments, as discussed
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above, the insurance companies have no reason to
be effective in their role. Not only do the increased
costs help the medical loss ratio, they also produce
a rising claim trend that the insurance companies
then use to justify further increases.
Every employer should come to the renewal table
equipped to ask pointed questions about its insurance company’s processing and payment patterns.
Demand an audit of those payments, scrubbed of
any identifying characteristics as to the claimants
themselves. It is an employer’s right, as well as its
obligation, to inquire into whether claims are being
paid properly in its company plan.

3. Unidentified Percentage Premium Increases
The medical loss ratio is not the only example of
how insurance companies misuse percentages to
the policyholder’s disadvantage. Another renewal
number is the percentage increase in premiums.
Some human resource professionals and risk managers describe a premium increase as a percentage,
because insurance companies and brokers often
present price quotes as percentages.

At renewal time, many a diligent employer has
asked percentage of what, and received the wholly
unsatisfactory answer: I’m just not sure. Even when
employers and their representatives come prepared
for the negotiation, with full knowledge of the
actual dollar figures (e.g., the actual per employee,
per month expenses), it is far too easy for insurance
companies to confuse the conversation by tossing
around a series of vaguely defined percentages.
All too often, the backup for a premium quotation
is a complicated chart that has some numbers and
some percentages, with no relationship between the
two. It can require significant work to unpack such
charts, but the work is essential.
First, if an employer does not understand the information on which a proposed premium increase is
based, the employer will necessarily be hampered
in forming an intelligent counteroffer.
Second, employers who undertake to question and
unpack the backup data often are astounded at the
number of mistakes that they unearth. Understanding this information becomes more important
when considering competing offers.

4. Is Your Broker Really Championing Your
Cause?

No matter what the field, relationships with brokers
usually are complicated. Health insurance renewals are no exception. It is typical for brokers to have
divided loyalties between their employer-clients
and their insurance company “friends.”
The conflict goes straight to the bottom line. The
more an employer pays in premium, the more the
broker recovers in fees. No employer sitting at the
renewal table can afford to forget that fact.
Due to the complexity of health insurance renewals
and the other issues competing for an employer’s
time, most employers are forced to rely heavily
on their brokers to analyze renewal offers and ask
the hard questions. But as a practical matter, an
employer should be clear about where the broker
sits — sometimes literally. If “your” broker arrives
and leaves the renewal meetings with the insurance
company representatives and, during the negotiation, sits on the opposite side from you, take note.
Further, with health care in flux because of the Affordable Care Act, even brokers willing to help may be
ill-equipped to do so. This is a time when brokers have
no choice but to be educating themselves fully about
the ongoing changes in law and regulation. If your
broker is the type to sit on the sidelines, approaching
the post–Affordable Care Act world just as he or she
did before, it may be time to get a new one.
Ask your broker questions before your renewal
meeting — questions about how your medical loss
ratio was calculated, whether the numbers match
the records as to the claim and enrollment history,
how to unpack a quote, the facial legitimacy of
any alleged trends, and so on. If you are dissatisfied with the answers, consider other options, like
retaining an insurance consultant or attorney to
assist you.

5. You’re Not Alone, But That is No Reason
to Wait

Many, if not most, corporations purchasing health
insurance have not traditionally followed the approach that is proposed here. The level of complexity involved in these issues is beyond dispute. The

best evidence is that the government regulators,
who are the reigning experts, keep pushing back
implementation of the enforcement components.
But we are living in a new world of health insurance — and there always is time before your next
renewal. If you re-set your focus on these issues,
accept that the Affordable Care Act is here to stay
and start learning about the various ways that the
statute can be of help, you should maximize, or
at least improve, your company’s position at the
renewal table. s
The authors are experienced in representing employers against health insurance companies, from the
renewal negotiation through litigation of payment
disputes. Both attorneys have dedicated their careers
to the representation of policyholders.
Rhonda D. Orin is the managing partner in Anderson Kill’s Washington, DC, office. Ms. Orin has
secured stop-loss and other insurance coverage for
corporate policyholders in connection with employersponsored plans. She has recovered millions of dollars
for policyholders in connection with environmental
cleanups, asbestos insurance recoveries, property
claims and business interruption claims, among others. As trial counsel in 2002, she won one of the 10
largest jury verdicts. Ms. Orin is the author of Making
Them Pay: How to Get the Most from Health Insurance and Managed Care (St. Martin’s Press 2000).
202-416-6549
rorin@andersonkill.com
Daniel J. Healy is a partner in Anderson Kill’s
Washington, DC, office. Mr. Healy has litigated
insurance coverage for employer-sponsored health
plans to jury verdict. He also has secured coverage
for disability claimants, environmental and asbestos
liability, directors and officers insurance, errors and
omissions claims, health care plans and other losses.
As a former prosecutor for the Justice Department, he
has extensive experience trying cases in courts across
the country.
202-416-6547
dhealy@andersonkill.com
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How Insurance Companies Admit
and Deny Coverage at the Same Time:

The Multiple SIR Problem
By David E. Wood and John L. Corbett

M

any cost-conscious businesses purchase errors and
omission insurance policies with high self-insured
retentions, or SIRs, as a way of keeping premiums
down. Unlike a first-dollar policy, in which the insurance company has a duty to defend from dollar one
even if the policyholder is financially responsible for
an initial indemnity layer, a policy with an all-loss SIR
often imposes no duty to defend or indemnify on the
insurance company until that SIR has been exhausted
by the policyholder’s payment of defense costs, judgments or settlements. Given a large enough SIR, the
insurance company may end up with no defense or
indemnity obligations over the life of the policy. Generally, the higher the SIR, the lower the premium.
The reason why businesses purchase high SIR policies is to plan for that catastrophic liability that might
imperil the continued existence of the company. Although the policyholder may have to pay a significant
amount to exhaust the SIR and trigger coverage, the
insurance company’s limits often exceed the SIR many
times over. In the big picture, this higher-SIR-lowerpremium approach is a win-win proposition for the
policyholder . . . so long as when that major litigation
comes around, the insurance company agrees that the
SIR has in fact been satisfied.
In many instances, exhaustion of the SIR is not a complicated issue. For example, where a service company
is sued by a client, the policyholder may spend enough
money defending the case to exhaust the SIR, thereby
triggering coverage under the E&O policy. In some
cases, the policyholder may enter into a partial settlement with one plaintiff out of a number who have
made a series of related claims against the policyholder,
where the partial settlement is sufficient to exhaust the
SIR. In such circumstances, the insurance company’s
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ability to wriggle out of any obligation to defend or
indemnify the policyholder may be limited to other
coverage defenses, but not breach of the condition that
the SIR be exhausted before coverage attaches.
The more difficult scenario is the series of claims alleging injuries to numerous plaintiffs. Although none
of the claims is, by itself, sufficient to break the bank,
collectively they pose a grave threat to the business.
When this happens, insurance companies sometimes
rely on an additional avenue for avoiding liability: the
assertion that each claim requires the exhaustion of
a separate SIR to trigger coverage. Such a coverage
posture often places any practical possibility of coverage out of reach, regardless of whether the claims are
otherwise covered under the policy.
An insurance company’s decision to assert that multiple
SIRs must be exhausted involves several considerations.
One is the contextual architecture of the policy: the
relationship among 1) the SIR, 2) the aggregate limit
of liability, 3) the per-claim limit of liability, and 4) the
potential liability exposure from the various claims. If
some of the claims are reasonably likely to result in a
judgment substantially in excess of the SIR, the insurance company may elect not to assert multiple SIRs
where the per-claim limit of liability is substantially
lower than the aggregate limits of the policy. This is
because an assertion of multiple SIRs can result in the
applicability of multiple individual limits of liability.
In other situations, the SIR is sufficiently high that none
of the claims on its own is likely to exceed one SIR.
The existence of multiple claims therefore may present
little additional exposure to the insurance company.
Although an insurance company asserting a multiple
SIR requirement theoretically places multiple per-claim

limits in play, in practice the insurance company may
have no true exposure, because its defense and indemnity obligations are unlikely ever to be triggered by
any of the claims due to their low individual severity.
Thus, asserting the existence of multiple SIRs, where
the insurance company faces no multiple-limits exposure, may allow the insurance company to admit that
coverage exists while avoiding any actual obligation to
defend or indemnify the policyholder.
Another key consideration is the extent to which the
claims can be distinguished on the basis of factual
differences. E&O policies are typically triggered by a
“claim” against the policyholder, often defined as a written demand for money or a lawsuit seeking damages
arising out of a “wrongful act.” In the event of multiple
claims, such policies often have interrelated acts clauses
deeming multiple claims arising out of the same wrongful act or “interrelated” wrongful acts as a single omnibus claim. Although the exact language differs from
policy to policy, the definition of “interrelated wrongful
acts” (sometimes called “related wrongful acts”) often
refers to logically or causally related wrongful acts or a
series of same, similar or related wrongful acts. When
an insurance company perceives an advantage in asserting that the policyholder must satisfy multiple SIRs,
it will be motivated to emphasize the factual and legal
differences between the claims, such that they are not
“related” or “similar” for purposes of the aggregation
clause. (Not surprisingly, insurance companies have
been known to make the exact opposite argument —
i.e., that differences between the claims are insubstantial
— when the parties are litigating the applicable limit of
insurance as opposed to the number of SIRs.)
There is a minefield of cases around the country deciding multiple SIR and multiple policy limits issues,
with conflicting results. For example, in Continential
Casualty Co. v. Wendt (11th Cir. 2000) 205 F.3d 1258,
the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals concluded that an
investment advisor’s various misrepresentations about
an investment to a series of clients were “related,” and
thus constituted a single wrongful act subject to a single
SIR and limit, because they were part of a course of
conduct “aimed at a single particular goal.” Id. at 1264.
However, in St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v. Chong
(D. Kan. 1992) 787 F.Supp. 183, the district court found
that a defense attorney who negligently advised three
defendants in a single criminal matter to enter a guilty
plea had committed three separate wrongful acts for
purposes of coverage. Although his representation of

“

Never give up.
Insurance companies
sometimes take advantage
of the policyholder that is
unaccustomed to litigating
coverage issues...

”

the three individuals involved “highly similar factual
situations,” the court was persuaded they were not
“related” because the attorney had a “separate duty to
each client” and rendered “separate services” to each of
them. Id. at 188.
Other courts have approached this issue with an
eye toward public policy. In American Commerce
Ins. Brokers v. Minnesota Mutual Fire & Casualty
Co. (Minn. 1996) 551 N.W.2d 224, American Commerce, an insurance agency, sought coverage under
an employee dishonesty policy in connection with
a bookkeeper who embezzled more than $190,000
from the company in 155 separate acts over the
course of a year. She embezzled the money using two different methods — pocketing insurance
Continued next page Continued on next page
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premium payments and issuing petty cash checks
to herself. The policy provided $10,000 in coverage per occurrence (defined as loss involving “a
single act or series of related acts”), subject only to
a $250 deductible. Because most of the individual
acts of embezzlement well exceeded the deductible, American Commerce argued that each act of
embezzlement was a separate occurrence, resulting in 155 occurrences (or up to $1.55 million in
coverage above the deductibles). Trying to limit its
upper extent of exposure, the insurance company
argued that the embezzlement constituted two
“series of related acts” under the policy, resulting
in only $20,000 in coverage for the entire claim.
The Minnesota Supreme Court declined to adopt
the policyholder’s argument on the number of occurrences — because it saw the likelihood of that
argument being misused by insurance companies
where most or all individual instances of wrongdoing fall beneath the deductible or SIR. “Thus, while
adopting American Commerce’s expedient definition of occurrence would benefit American Commerce in this case, it might well have a deleterious
effect on the insurance industry as a whole. Future
policyholders would be harmed if, as often occurs
in cases of petty employee theft, embezzlers steal in
amounts below the deductible.” Id. at 229-30.

Without a Scratch

First, before taking a position as to whether a series
of claims triggers multiple SIRs, with or without
multiple policy limits, check the applicable case law
to see which approach to SIR a state’s aggregation
courts have adopted. Courts sometimes decide on
the outcome that generates the most coverage for
the policyholder, and reason backwards in order to
hold insurance companies to their duty to deliver
the coverage its customer reasonably expected.
Other courts apply a different analysis when deciding a multiple SIR issue than they employ when
deciding a multiple limits issue. Knowing ahead
of time the inclination of the courts that will hear
the dispute will help plan the manner in which the
claim is presented to the insurance company. Experienced insurance recovery counsel can provide
valuable guidance in this process.
Second, where possible, leverage the policyholder’s
relationship with the insurance company, and more
importantly, the broker’s relationship with the
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insurance company, to create a bigger downside
for the insurance company if it takes an aggressive
stance. If properly incentivized, insurance companies sometimes decide claims based on business
rather than coverage considerations. The incentive
is the future revenue earned by keeping the insurance relationship in place. Here, having a broker
willing to risk a relationship with an underwriter to
get a claim paid is critically important.
Finally, never give up. Insurance companies sometimes take advantage of the policyholder that is
unaccustomed to litigating coverage issues and
simply wants the claim paid so it can get back to its
core business, by making a low-ball offer in hopes
that the policyholder has no stomach for a fight.
Insurance companies’ core business, at least on the
claims side, is limiting coverage where possible.
Level the playing field by bringing in capable insurance professionals (insurance recovery counsel and
the broker) to make clear that the policyholder is
serious about the claim. Sometimes the best way
to get a claim paid without an expensive fight is to
signal a readiness to do battle if required. s
David E. Wood is editor of Enforce magazine and is
co-managing shareholder of Anderson Kill’s Ventura,
CA, office. With more than 28 years of experience
in the insurance industry, Mr. Wood devotes his
practice to liability and errors and omissions coverage, professional liability insurance, crime coverage,
primary excess disputes, and rights of additional
insureds. He has written about insurance recovery
matters for the New York Times and National Law
Journal, among others, and has appeared on MSNBC and Fox Business Journal discussing insurance
recovery issues.
805-288-1300
dwood@andersonkill.com
John L. Corbett is an attorney in Anderson Kill’s
Ventura, CA, office. His practice has focused on
insurance recovery in the construction industry,
although he also has recovery experience in the telecommunications, health care and Internet industries.
805-288-1300
jcorbett@andersonkill.com

Insurance Coverage and
Bankruptcy at the Crossroads:

What You Should Know
By Dennis J. Nolan and Marshall Gilinsky
he domains of bankruptcy and insurance law
each present their own hazards. When their
paths intersect —and they frequently do —
competing interests collide and the way forward
can get bumpy. Here, we offer a brief navigational
guide through the intersection of bankruptcy and
insurance coverage law.

T

sonant with Chapter 11’s value-preservation policy.
Bankruptcy’s automatic stay provisions generally
preclude insurance companies from canceling
policies post-petition for nonpayment of premiums, except financed premiums, where the finance
company can terminate a policy as attorney-in-fact
for the insured.

Maintenance of Insurance

Self-Insured Retentions

Maintaining insurance during bankruptcy is not
optional. The bankruptcy code provides that failure
to maintain adequate insurance may be “cause”
to dismiss a debtor’s case. State law and various
regulations often require that insurance be in place
in order to maintain good standing, and the guidelines of the U.S. trustee, who oversees Chapter 11
cases, also mandate sufficient insurance coverage.
Debtors must obtain court approval to pay their
insurance obligations. While the bankruptcy code
does not expressly permit such payments, courts
routinely grant payment applications under
their broad equitable powers because it is con-

As a general matter, self-insured retentions, or
SIRs, typically represent the policyholder’s “skin in
the game.” For an insolvent policyholder, however,
any requirement that it actually pay loss in order
to exhaust a SIR often conflicts with the dual goals
under bankruptcy law of providing a debtor breathing room and avoiding the favoring of one creditor
over another. What if the debtor cannot pay the SIR?
Most courts do not
permit insurance companies to escape their
coverage obligations
when a policyholder
lacks the financial resources to pay the SIR;
however, the insurance
company is only liable
for amounts exceeding
its attachment point, and
generally is not required to
“drop down” to provide coverage
below that attachment point unless
such coverage is promised under the
insurance policy. Either the underlying claimants or the insurance company,
Continued on next page
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depending on the jurisdiction, will be granted an
unsecured claim for unpaid SIR amounts under the
attachment point.

The Fight for Proceeds

Corporate directors and officers continue to feel the
ripples of the great financial tsunami of 2008. With
increased litigation and regulatory enforcement,
the importance of reliable protection for senior
management under companies’ D&O insurance has
never been greater. Corporate bankruptcies raise
the stakes exponentially. D&O insurance is a critical asset in bankruptcy and triggers fights between
directors and officers, who seek the proceeds to
defend against and settle claims asserted against
them, and debtors (or trustees) and creditors’ committees, who want to enhance the estate’s value.
Because many D&O policies have a single limit for
both defense costs and damages, there is an inherent tension between D&Os’ use of proceeds to pay
attorneys’ fees and the company’s desire to retain
proceeds to pay its own claims. A recurring dispute
in bankruptcy is whether D&O policy proceeds belong to the estate or to individual directors and officers (as opposed to the policies themselves, which
are universally considered estate property). If the
proceeds are property of the bankruptcy estate, the
automatic stay may preclude directors and officers
from accessing them.
Most courts hold that D&O claims involving side A
coverage — which affords direct coverage to the directors and officers for acts for which the corporate
organization is not legally required to indemnify
them — are not estate property. Because the proceeds are paid directly to the directors and officers,
the debtor does not have a property interest in the
proceeds. Nevertheless, if side A defense costs are
being paid on behalf of a director or officer, prudence merits seeking a “comfort order” from the
bankruptcy court to avoid a claimed violation of
the automatic stay.
The “property of the estate” inquiry becomes
particularly acute under side B or C coverage. Side
B, or “entity,” coverage provides coverage for the
company’s indemnification obligations to directors
and officers. Some courts have determined that the
debtor has no interest in the proceeds since they
flow through to the directors and officers. Other
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courts disagree because payments to corporate
managers deplete the amount of proceeds available
for other liability claims, thereby increasing the
estate’s financial exposure. Side C coverage protects
the company from its own wrongful acts (typically
limited to securities claims in policies issued to
publicly traded companies). Where side C claims
exist, most courts give priority to the entity and
consider side C proceeds to be estate property. They
reason that reimbursement payments to directors
and officers under side A/B deplete the proceeds

“

With increased
litigation and
regulatory enforcement,
the importance of
reliable protection for
senior management
under companies’
D&O insurance has
never been greater.... .

”

that could be paid to the corporation under side
C, and, in turn, deplete the bankruptcy estate and
increase the debtor’s financial liability. Thus, directors and officers might have little or no coverage for
their losses where side C claims exist.
One way to better preserve defense cost coverage
for corporate managers is to obtain a “priority of
payments” provision that specifies that the individuals be paid before the company. This would tend
to lead a bankruptcy court to uphold the directors and officers’ contractual right to the proceeds.
We should point out, however, that several courts
recently have restricted director and officer access
to proceeds under a priority of payments clause by
setting soft caps and instituting reporting requirements on the amount of defense costs. It would also
be a good idea to include a provision where the

corporation agrees to waive the automatic stay so
that proceeds can be used to fund the defense.

Common Coverage Fights

Former directors and officers of a bankrupt company face significant financial risk. Many of their
prebankruptcy actions are carefully examined to
determine if any actionable wrongful conduct contributed to or caused the insolvency, particularly
in this era of heightened corporate scrutiny and
accountability.
When a bankruptcy trustee or other third party
brings claims against a company’s former directors and officers, insurance companies often argue
that such claims made on behalf of the bankruptcy
estate trigger the so-called “insured versus insured”
exclusion. Most courts note that the exclusion was
originally intended to prevent collusive lawsuits
brought by one insured against another to reap the
benefits of the D&O policy. In bankruptcy, insurance companies seek to apply the exclusion to bar
truly adversarial claims against directors and officers by arguing that a bankruptcy trustee, creditors’
committee or assignee of litigation rights stands
in the debtor’s shoes for purposes of commencing actions, and are therefore an “insured” so that
coverage might be denied the directors and officers
under the exclusion. The majority of courts opining
on this coverage defense have upheld the policyholder’s claim for insurance coverage, agreeing that
there is no identity of interest between a trustee
or other third party and the pre-petition debtor,
and that the claims are being brought on behalf of
creditors, not the debtor. Adding an express carveout to the insured-versus-insured exclusion that
includes claims brought by a debtor-in-possession,
a Chapter 11 trustee, creditors or other bankruptcy
constituencies is a good way to avoid having to
litigate this issue in the first place. Insurance companies should be receptive to incorporating these
carve-outs because they do not affect the exclusion’s
primary purpose of preventing collusive lawsuits.
On the flip side, a fair number of D&O policies
contain endorsements with a “bankruptcy” exclusion,
which purports to preclude coverage for suits brought
by a bankruptcy trustee that “arise out of ” a bankruptcy. Unfortunately, there is a split of authority on
the enforceability of such exclusions. One line of cases
holds that section 541(c) of the Bankruptcy Code

invalidates contractual terms that are conditioned on
the insolvency of the debtor or on the commencement
of a bankruptcy case; hence, the exclusion is unenforceable. Other courts rely on contract interpretation
to hold that broadly worded exclusions for actions
“arising out of bankruptcy” should be enforced, but
have not considered how section 541(c) might alter
that analysis. Regardless, policyholders should carefully analyze whether such an exclusion should be
included in their D&O policy.

Be Vigilant!

Policyholders must be particularly watchful when
they attempt to navigate the intersection of bankruptcy and insurance, where many factions vie for
critical insurance assets and insurance companies
are looking to exploit the resulting chaos. Failure to
be vigilant could leave you standing at the side of the
road with no coverage when it is most needed. s

Dennis J. Nolan is a shareholder in Anderson Kill’s
New York office and chair of the firm’s Bankruptcy
and Restructuring Group. Mr. Nolan concentrates his
practice in bankruptcy and restructuring and insurance recovery, and has extensive experience representing debtors, creditors’ committees and unsecured
creditors in complex Chapter 11 reorganizations.
212-278-1659
dnolan@andersonkill.com
Marshall Gilinsky is a shareholder in Anderson
Kill’s Washington, DC, office and practices in the
Insurance Recovery, Captive Insurance and Commercial Litigation Groups. Mr. Gilinsky is a member
of Anderson Kill’s Financial Services Industry Group,
the Hospitality Industry Practice Group as well as the
Banking and Lending group. He is an experienced
commercial litigator who applies his complex analysis skills with extensive experience in insurance coverage analysis and litigation and dispute resolution.
Mr. Gilinsky’s insurance coverage practice is focused
on property insurance, commercial general liability
insurance, errors and omissions, and directors’ and
officers’ insurance.
202-416-6554
mgilinsky@andersonkill.com
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Insurance Coverage Issues
Arising from
Superstorm Sandy
By Finley Harckham and Dennis J. Artese

T

he devastation left in the wake of Superstorm
Sandy was unprecedented in the Northeastern
United States. There were widespread power
outages affecting approximately eight and half million customers. In anticipation of the storm, governors and other officials declared states of emergency and issued mandatory evacuation orders. Major
highways, bridges and public transportation were
closed in New York, New Jersey and other areas. It
has been called the worst disaster in the 108-year
history of the New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority.
Each of these events has important implications
for coverage under commercial property insurance
policies. Like many natural disasters that preceded
it, Superstorm Sandy has given rise to a number of
unique and important commercial property insurance coverage issues. Nearly a year and half after
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the storm, most of these issues are just starting to
wind their way through the courts.

Named Storm Deductibles

Many commercial property insurance policies
provide for higher “named storm” deductibles than
standard per occurrence deductibles. How the
policy defines “named storm” can often be critical
in determining whether a named storm deductible
applies to a Sandy-related loss.
While Sandy did at one time possess hurricane
characteristics, it lost those traits prior to making
landfall in New Jersey, and the National Weather
Service downgraded it to a post-tropical cyclone
hours before it came on shore in Brigantine, New
Jersey. This is significant for coverage purposes
because some policies define “named storm” to
mean a hurricane, tropical cyclone or tropical

depression, none of which accurately describe
Superstorm Sandy.
Some insurance companies nonetheless have set
out to apply so-called “hurricane” or “named
storm” deductibles to covered Sandy losses despite
the National Weather Service’s classification of
Sandy as a post-tropical cyclone and admonishments by the governors of affected states not to
do so. In AFP 104 Corp. v. Columbia Casualty
Company, United States District Court for the
District of New Jersey (Civ. Action No. 13-4077),
plaintiff policyholder, a resort and spa located in
Long Branch, New Jersey, suffered about $800,000
worth of damage as a result of Sandy. The property
insurance policy at issue contained a minimum $1
million named storm deductible. Named storm was
defined in the policy as follows:
A storm that has been declared to be a
named tropical storm or hurricane by the
U.S. National Weather Service or other
government authority including hurricane
or tropical storm spawned tornado(s) or
microburst(s). The named tropical storm or
hurricane … ends when the National Weather Service officially declares the named
tropical storm or hurricane permanently
downgraded to a tropical depression.
The court denied the insurance company’s motion
to dismiss, holding that, if later proven to be true,
plaintiff ’s allegation that “[u]pon landfall in New
Jersey, Sandy was characterized as a post-tropical
storm,” easily establishes that the named storm
deductible is not applicable to plaintiff ’s claim.

Civil Authority Coverage

Many businesses that did not suffer property
damage at their insured locations resulting from
Superstorm Sandy did nonetheless suffer a loss of
business income resulting from the storm. While
“standard” business interruption coverage would
not apply under such circumstances, other time
element overages, such as “civil authority” coverage, may apply. Civil authority coverage typically
is triggered where access to the insured premises
is prohibited, prevented or impaired by the action/
order of a civil authority, such as a city’s mayor.
While direct physical loss or damage caused by a
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Many businesses
that did not suffer
property damage at
their insured locations
resulting from
Superstorm Sandy
did nonetheless suffer
a loss of business
income resulting
from the storm.
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covered cause of loss still is required in order to
trigger civil authority coverage, that loss or damage can occur away from the insured premises, and
the damaged property need not be owned by the
insured. However, policyholders who do not have
flood coverage may not be able to take advantage of
an order of civil authority if the order to vacate was
related solely to flooding, and not also to concerns
about wind damage. Non-specific orders can lead
to coverage disputes.
Executive orders in New York City have given
rise to some disputes regarding the period of time
during which insurance companies will cover civil
authority losses. Some insurance companies have
argued that coverage is terminated at the time of
former Mayor Bloomberg’s Executive Order 165,
which permitted reoccupation of premises in lower
Manhattan only after the Buildings Department
certified it was safe to do so. In many cases, however, policyholders were not permitted to reoccupy
their premises for weeks and even months after Executive Order 165 was issued. The theoretical time
in which such policyholders could have reoccupied
their premises had the Buildings Department allowed it should have little bearing on the insurance
companies’ obligations to pay civil authority claims
for the entire period of time such policyholders
Continued next page
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were forced to vacate their premises, as long as the
order was related to a covered cause of loss.
In other cities, evacuated policyholders are facing challenges proving up orders of evacuation. In
those areas, local police made rounds forcing those
in harm’s way to evacuate. With no written record
of the evacuation order, policyholders are resorting
to obtaining affidavits from local authorities concerning the forced evacuations in order to trigger
civil authority coverage.

Service Interruption Coverage and
Ensuing Loss

Another form of “off premises” time element coverage relied on by many businesses in the wake of
Superstorm Sandy is known as service interruption
coverage. This covers business interruption losses
resulting from damage to personal property of a
utility necessary to supply the insured premises
with things such as power, water, communication,
natural gas, sewage and Internet access. Typically,
the property damage at the utility must be caused
by a covered cause of loss under the policy.
In some areas of New York City and other locations
affected by Sandy, certain utilities preemptively
shut down power in order to preserve the integrity
of the electrical system during the storm. While
there is little authority on the subject, there is some
support that a shutdown of this nature constitutes
a covered event under a property insurance policy.
See Wakefern Food Corp. v. Liberty Mut. Fire Ins.
Co., 406 N.J. Super. 524, 540, 968 A.2d 724, 734
(App. Div. 2009) (blackout case; holding that a
power plant’s inability to perform its essential function of providing electricity constitutes “physical
loss or damage” for purposes of coverage under a
property insurance policy). Some insurance companies, however, are challenging coverage.
Moreover, although it has been widely reported
in the media that a massive transformer explosion occurred at the 14th Street Con Edison
plant, knocking out power to tens of thousands
of customers in Lower Manhattan on the evening
of October 29, 2012, many insurance companies
have argued that this was mere electrical arcing
caused by flood, which is excluded under many
policies, not an “ensuing loss” in the form of an
explosion that triggered service interruption
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coverage. That issue is currently making its way
through the New York courts in a number of different cases involving losses of several millions
of dollars.

Conclusion

It should hardly come as a surprise that a storm
as massive and unique as Sandy has given rise to
unique and complex insurance coverage issues.
For some claimants, these issues are being negotiated behind the scenes and out of the courts, while
other claimants, typically those with more substantial losses, have been forced to bring suit to have
these and other issues resolved. With perseverance
and strong coverage counsel, policyholders stand
an excellent chance of succeeding on the unique
coverage issues arising out of Superstorm Sandy. s

Finley Harckham is a senior litigation shareholder
in Anderson Kill’s New York office and serves on the
firm’s Executive Committee. Mr. Harckham regularly
represents and advises corporate policyholders in
insurance coverage matters. He has successfully
litigated, arbitrated and settled hundreds of complex
coverage claims. His areas of particular focus include
property loss, business interruption, directors and
officers liability, construction, professional liability
and general liability claims.
212-278-1543
fharckham@andersonkill.com
Dennis J. Artese is a shareholder in Anderson
Kill’s New York office. His practice concentrates on
insurance recovery litigation, with an emphasis on
securing insurance coverage for first-party property
losses, third-party liability claims and construction
disputes. Mr. Artese has recovered millions of dollars
of insurance proceeds on behalf of policyholders in
connection with claims for fire losses, equipment
breakdowns, property damage and business income
losses resulting from natural disasters, aircraft
property damage, construction liabilities, asbestos
bodily injuries and economic losses resulting from
political corruption, among others. Additionally,
Mr. Artese represents a wide variety of clients in
general commercial disputes and complex Chapter
11 bankruptcy litigations.
212-278-1246
dartese@andersonkill.com

Long-Tail Claims and
Insurance Archeology

Why You Need Historic Insurance
and How to Reconstruct It
By Robert M. Horkovich and Diana Shafter Gliedman

O

ld insurance policies that cover long-tail claims
such as asbestos, environmental or latent defect
claims are worth more than their weight in gold.
However, many businesses follow strict document
destruction policies to clear the clutter from company
file rooms. While no sane businessperson knowingly
would throw away a shoebox full of hundred dollar bills to make room for next year’s performance
reviews, many companies made the mistake of throwing away an asset worth millions, or even hundreds of
millions of dollars: their old insurance policies.

Historic Insurance: Why Those Old Policies
Are Worth Their Weight in Gold

Upon being named in a lawsuit, many policyholders immediately notify their current insurance
companies. That would seem to make sense — if
you’re sued in 2014, wouldn’t your 2014 insurance
policy apply? Well, perhaps — but only if your 2014
policy is a “claims made” policy, which provides
coverage for claims or lawsuits that are brought
within the policy period, regardless of when the
alleged injury occurred.
Most general liability insurance policies, however,
are not claims made — rather, they are written
on an “occurrence” or “accident” basis. The policies cover events that happen during their policy
period even if claims against your company are not
filed until years, or decades, later. In other words, it
doesn’t matter when the lawsuit is filed; it matters

when the event that gave rise to coverage allegedly
took place. So, a lawsuit filed in 2014, alleging that
someone was injured in 1964, probably would be
covered by the company’s 1964 commercial general
liability policy, or CGL.
A CGL policy typically requires the insurance company to pay for “all sums” that the policyholder is legally
liable to pay as damages arising from an occurrence
that resulted in “property damage” or “bodily injury”
during the policy period, up to the limits of the policy.
Moreover, primary first-dollar CGL policies generally
cover the costs of a legal defense, and often those costs
are outside the limits of the policy, i.e., unlimited.
Courts have interpreted these policies broadly and
have found coverage for all kinds of liabilities, asbestos, environmental, latent defects, etc.

Old Injuries, New Claims

But how likely is it that your company will be sued
for an injury that allegedly took place before the
bicentennial? More likely than you’d think. Claims
of illness from exposure to asbestos are an example
of the type of bodily injury covered by historic CGL
policies. Asbestos routinely was used in all types of
construction, insulation of homes, and in a wide
variety of consumer products (such as hairdryers
and cosmetic products) up until the 1970s. Asbestosrelated diseases may not exhibit symptoms for decades after exposure, and have resulted in billions of
Continued next page
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dollars of claims, with many billions more expected
through 2040. Every year, companies are blindsided
by lawsuits alleging that claimants were injured by
asbestos that the defendant manufactured, installed,
removed, used or even carried — decades after the
products were removed from the shelves.
Similarly, environmental cleanup is a costly undertaking often necessitated today by pollution that “occurred” before the creation of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act, or CERCLA, in 1980. Discharge or water disposal
practices in the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s and 1980s resulted
in contamination without the policyholder intending
it or expecting it. Pollution can be the result of operations that continue over the course of decades, and can
remain in and spread through soil and groundwater
in and around a site without discovery for years before
removed or treated.
Products claims are another big-ticket item that can
have a long tail. Despite a company’s best intentions, a number of helpful products have produced
(or are alleged to have produced) lasting, unintended harmful effects.

Putting Your Policies Back Together

So what happens if you hit the storage facility in
search of your historic insurance coverage, only to
find a drawer filled with dust bunnies and old takeout menus? Are you out of luck?
Not necessarily. Obviously, the first goal is to find
copies of the actual insurance policies. If a sweep of
the likely storage areas is unsuccessful, you may need
to get more creative in your search. Employees who
placed historic coverage may remember where the
policies are, or the identity of historic insurance
providers. Policy information may also be
found in documents such as certificates
of insurance, insurance ledgers,
annual reports, canceled premium
checks and year-end financial summaries. Finding one policy may
lead to others, because a
policy schedule often
lists prior insurance
or insurance in
layers above or
below the
policy.
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Also, there are a lot of places to find clues about a
policyholder’s historic insurance program outside
of the company:
• Insurance Companies: Upon request, some will
at least make a nominal attempt to search their
files. If pressed, they may look at their databases.
• Insurance Brokers: A great resource for documents
as well as personal knowledge of insurance placed.
• Outside Underlying Defense Counsel: They
may have files with evidence of policy information, often in relation to old third-party lawsuits
or claims they defended (maybe at the cost of the
insurance company). Outside legal counsel also
may be able to advise you regarding what secondary evidence constitutes the “best” evidence of a
policy’s existence.
• The Government: If you sold products to, or did
work for, a local, state or federal entity, chances
are you had to provide evidence of insurance.
The document probably still is kept in a box (indexed) at a warehouse in Bethesda, Maryland,
monitored by the U.S. Navy.
Even if your search fails to find the policies themselves, “secondary evidence” may suffice to prove
their existence and terms. The starting point is a
policy number, because from that number a skilled
insurance archeologist can ascertain the type of
coverage (i.e., workers’ compensation vs. CGL vs.
first-party property, etc.), the issuing insurance
company, and possibly the standard insurance form
that was used. An insurance archaeologist or
expert then can reconstruct the policy from
a library of policy forms historically
used by many insurance companies. In addition, it is important
to find evidence of the policy
period and the limits of
liability for the policy.
With this basic information and proof of a diligent search, many
courts will find
that a policyholder
has sustained its
burden of proving
the existence and
terms of coverage.

Other People’s Insurance

Policies sold to your company may not be your
only source of coverage. Many companies have
themselves designated as “additional insureds”
on other company’s policies. These policies may
provide millions of dollars in additional coverage.
Review old contracts and agreements with contractors, subcontractors, franchisees, and other
business partners to see whether they agreed to
purchase insurance that will cover your company.
If the answer is yes, contact them at once and ask
for policies, certificates and any other evidence of
potential coverage.

Conclusion

Old insurance policies may provide coverage for
current claims. Companies potentially exposed to
long-tail claims should ensure that their old insurance policies have been archived properly. If there
are gaps, start looking for policies or evidence of
policies now, so that you will be prepared in the
case of a lawsuit alleging an old injury. And going
forward, if you have to make room, make sure
you don’t toss your insurance. You wouldn’t throw
away gold, would you? s
Robert M. Horkovich is a shareholder in Anderson
Kill’s New York office, and chair of the firm’s
insurance recovery group. He is a trial lawyer
with substantial experience in trying complex
insurance coverage actions on behalf of corporate
policyholders and has obtained over $5 billion
in settlements and judgments from insurance
companies for his clients over the past decade.
212-278-1322
rhorkovich@andersonkill.com
Diana Shafter Gliedman is a shareholder in
Anderson Kill’s New York office. Ms. Gliedman
represents policyholders in actions ranging from
small insurance coverage disputes to multi-party,
multi-issue insurance coverage litigations.
212-278-1036
dgliedman@andersonkill.com
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hOT tOPICS tO wATCH iN tHE cOMING mONTHS
By Michael J. Stoner

California

Reid v. First Mercury Company (2013) WL
5517979
In 2012 the 9th Circuit issued an opinion that held
that an insurance company commits bad faith if
it fails to initiate settlement discussions, or offer
policy limits, once the insured’s liability in excess of
policy limits became reasonably clear. Du v. Allstate
Ins. Co., 681 F.3d 1118 (9th Cir. 2012), amended by,
Du.v. Allstate Ins. Co., 697 F.3d 753 (9th Cir. 2012).
The 9th Circuit backtracked from this opinion
when it amended its decision in Du. The amended
decision removed any discussion regarding an
insurance company’s duty to initiate settlement discussions, largely because the facts in Du did not implicate the issue. The amended decision explained
that the insurance company in Du did, in fact,
broach settlement with the claimant at a reasonable
point in the case.
But the amendment to the Du opinion did not
affirmatively overrule its statements regarding
an insurance company’s bad faith for failure to
initiate settlement discussion. As such, the issue
was murky at best following Du. Last October the
California Court of Appeal explicitly addressed
the issue of whether an insurance company is liable for bad faith by failing to initiate settlement
discussions in the absence of a demand or settlement offer by the claimant. The Reid case held that
the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing does not require the insurance company to initiate settlement discussions. The court explained
that “[a]n insurance company’s duty to settle is
not precipitated solely by the likelihood of an excess judgment against the insured. In the absence
of a settlement demand or other manifestation the
injured party is interested in settlement, when the
insurance company has done nothing to foreclose
the possibility of settlement, we find there is no
bad faith failure to settle.”
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Policyholders should be alert to ensure that
insurance companies do not interpret Reid too
broadly. Reid does not require a formal settlement
demand by the plaintiff for bad faith liability to
attach. Rather, there need only be “some evidence
either that the injured party has communicated
to the insurance company an interest in settlement, or some other circumstance demonstrating the insurance company knew that settlement
within policy limits could feasibly be negotiated.”
But without any indicia of an interest in settling,
the insurance company cannot be taxed with the
excess judgment rule.
Following Reid, plaintiff attorneys seeking to
trigger the excess judgment rule must affirmatively communicate some interest in settlement
to the insurance company. Furthermore, under
Reid, a “bare request to know the policy limit”
does not create an “opportunity to settle” or constitute “an initiation of settlement.” Plaintiff attorneys seeking to blow the top off an insurance
policy should keep in mind that documenting a
likely liability in excess of policy limits will be insufficient to trigger the excess judgment rule —
the plaintiff must also communicate settlement
interest to the plaintiff.

Oregon

Anderson Brothers, Inc. v. St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, No. 12-35346, -35454,
(9th Cir., 08/30/2013)
Most companies are aware that comprehensive
general liability policies purchased during the
1970s can often be utilized to defend and indemnify against third party pollution claims. But fewer
may realize that many of these policies can be used
to defray the costs of responding to Environmental
Protection Agency inquiries, even absent a formal
complaint.

Under a typical comprehensive general liability policy sold during the 1970s, the insurance
company agrees that it “will pay on behalf of the
insured all sums which the insured shall become
legally obligated to pay as damages because of: . . .
property damage to which this insurance applies,
caused by an occurrence, and the company shall
have the right and duty to defend any suit against
the Insured seeking damages on account of such
property damage.” (Emphasis added). Insurance
companies often take the position that its obligation to defend a “suit” is triggered only by a traditional lawsuit or arbitration. And some courts
have accepted that premise.
However, other courts have recognized that the insurance company’s promise to pay defense costs to
its policyholder goes well beyond this scope. And
in Anderson Brothers, the 9th Circuit confirmed on
Aug. 13, 2013, that under Oregon law, insurance
companies cannot deny the defense costs paid by
the policyholder in responding to certain letters
issued by the EPA. Specifically, Anderson Brothers
held that the following communications from the
EPA constituted a “suit” under Oregon law, thereby
triggering a duty to pay defense costs under the
insurance policy:
•A
 General Notice Letter under Sections 106
and 107 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
identifying the policyholder as a potentially
responsible party.
• An Information Request Letter under Section
104(e) of CERCLA seeking information regarding activities that may have resulted in releases of
hazardous substances.
The Anderson Brothers court explained that the
General Notice Letter under Sections 106 and
107 of CERCLA constituted a “suit” in the overwhelming majority of jurisdictions. Given the
broad powers vested in the EPA to compel remediation, and the vital necessity of a potentially
responsible party in participating settlement negotiations with the EPA as early as possible, Anderson Brothers and other courts have described
the policyholder’s receipt of a general notice
letter as “the functional equivalent of a ‘suit.’”

The Anderson Brothers reached a similar result
with respect to the information request letter. The
9th Circuit explained that the term “suit” — undefined in the policy — was susceptible to two
different interpretations. The broader interpretation, and the one advocated by the policyholder,
was “to attempt to gain an end by any legal process.” This interpretation was consistent with the
Oregon Environmental Cleanup Assistance Act’s
definition of “suit,” which includes “any action
or agreement by the . . . [EPA] against or with an
insured in which . . . the [EPA] in writing directs,
requests, or agrees that an insured take action
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with respect to contamination within the State of
Oregon.” Considering that the Section 104(e) letter requested that the policyholder respond to an
82-question information request, and that compliance with the information request was required by
law, the court found that this communication also
constituted a “suit” under the policy.
Based on cases such as Anderson Brothers and
others, policyholders facing information requests
by the EPA should demand that their insurance
companies honor their defense obligation by defending these suits. Considering that the costs of
responding to EPA letters and information requests
can be significant, policyholders would be remiss in
failing to notify their insurance companies of such
a development.
Continued next page
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New York

Zurich American Insurance Co. v. Sony Corporation of America, et. al., Case Number 651982-2011
Does a comprehensive general liability policy
cover claims arising out of third party hacking
events? According to a New York case decided in
February 2014, the answer was no. The Sony case
is one of the first to address this issue. The Sony
case arose out of the highly publicized data breach

“

A company relying on
a comprehensive general
liability policy to cover
cyber liabilities does so at
its own risk. Policyholders
can expect the insurance
industry to seize upon the
Sony ruling to limit the
scope of insurance. ... .

”

of Sony’s Playstation Network in April 2011. The
hacking incident resulted in the theft of personal
details from approximately 77 million accounts
and forced Sony to shut off its Playstation Network for approximately 24 days. It still remains as
one of the largest data security breaches in history.
As a result of the Playstation Network hack, approximately 50 to 60 class action lawsuits were
brought against Sony by its customers. Zurich
American, one of the insurance companies that
sold Sony a comprehensive general liability policy,
also sued Sony for declaratory relief that it owed no
duties to Sony with respect to these lawsuits under
the policy it sold.
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The central issue in the coverage case was
whether the lawsuits alleged “oral or written
publication in any manner of material that violates a person’s right of privacy,” as found under
the “personal and advertising injury” section
of a standard comprehensive general liability
policy. Zurich American argued that the policy
only insured claims or lawsuits where the policyholder — in this case Sony — was responsible for
the publication. Sony responded that there was
no language in the insuring agreement that states
that the liability must arise out of the policyholder’s publication.
In a bench opinion, Judge Jeffrey K. Oing adopted
Zurich American’s argument. Judge Oing explained, “The hackers did this, they took it. That’s
not the same as saying Sony did it . . . [T]he policy
requires the policyholder to commit the acts, it
does not extend to third parties.” In other words,
because the publication was committed by the
hackers, and not Sony, the lawsuits fell outside the
scope of insurance.
Whether Judge Oing’s reasoning will be affirmed on appeal, or adopted by other jurisdictions, remains to be seen. After all, the policy
covers “oral or written publication in any manner of material” so there is no specific requirement that the publication be made by the policyholder. Sony’s argument that the insurance
company could have explicitly limited the scope
of the coverage agreement to oral or written
publication by a policyholder in any manner
may be persuasive to other courts less hostile to
policyholder rights than New York. Accordingly, this case (and others like it) merit continued
attention going forward.
But the larger point to take away from Sony
is that a company relying on a comprehensive
general liability policy to cover cyber liabilities
does so at its own risk. Policyholders can expect
the insurance industry to seize upon the Sony
ruling to limit the scope of insurance, if any,
under a comprehensive general liability policy
for acts committed by hackers. If Sony is upheld
on appeal, there may be an uptick in demand
for cyber-liability policies that specifically cover
this type of loss.

Texas

crumbling and cracking, rendering them unsuitable for the intended purpose of hosting competitive tennis events. The underlying claimant sought
damages against the policyholder on two theories:
breach of contract and negligence.

The January 2014 Texas Supreme Court ruling in
Ewing Construction is the latest in a series of Texas
Supreme Court decisions relating to the availability of insurance for a general contractor facing
a claim for defective construction. A victory for
policyholders, the Ewing Construction case limits
the ability of insurance companies to assert the
contractual liability exclusion as a basis for denying
insurance. Unless the contract enlarges the scope of
the policyholder’s liability beyond general negligence law, the contractual liability exclusion should
not be invoked.

To arrive at its decision, the Texas Supreme
Court relied in large part on its 2010 decision in
Gilbert Texas Construction, L.P. v. Underwriters
at Lloyd’s London, 327 S.W.3d 118 (Tex. 2010).
The Texas Supreme Court explained that Gilbert
interpreted the term “assumption of liability” in
a comprehensive general liability policy to re-

Ewing Construction v. Amerisure Insurance Co.,
No. 12-0661, 2014 WL 185035 (Tex. Jan. 17, 2014)
and Lennar Corporation v. Markel American Insurance Company, No. 11-0394 (Tex. August 23, 2013)

Under Texas law, the insuring agreement of a comprehensive general liability policy includes insurance for claims asserting property damage caused
by an insured’s defective performance or faulty
workmanship when the property damage results
from the unexpected or unforeseen happening or
consequence of the policyholder’s negligent behavior. Lamar Homes v. Mid-Continent Casualty Co.,
242 S.W.3d 1, 16 (2007). Should insurance companies wish to narrow the scope of coverage they can
“restrict and shape the coverage otherwise afforded” through the use of policy exclusions. Id. at 10.
One of the policy exclusions relied on by insurance
companies in the claims of faulty workmanship is
the contractual liability exclusion that precludes
insurance for:
“Bodily injury” or “property damage” for
which the insured is obligated to pay damages by reason of the assumption of liability
in a contract or agreement. This exclusion
does not apply to liability for damages: (1)
Assumed in a contract or agreement that
is an “insured contract,” or (2) The insured
would have in the absence of the contract or
agreement.
The scope of the contractual liability exclusion
took center stage in the Ewing Construction decision. At issue was whether the exclusion precluded
insurance for a lawsuit alleging that tennis courts
constructed by a general contractor were flaking,

“

If a triggered
insurance policy promises
to pay all sums for which
the insured is liable,
then that insurance
company must cover
the entire amount of the
policyholder’s loss
(up to the policy limits)
even if the damage
occurred prior to, or after,
that policy period. ... .

”

quire “that the insured has assumed a liability for
damages that exceeds the liability it would have
under general law.” The Ewing Construction
court then explained that “a general contractor
who agrees to perform its construction work
in a good and workmanlike manner, without
more, does not enlarge its duty to exercise ordinary care in fulfilling its contract.” Therefore,
the Ewing Construction court concluded that
the contractual liability exclusion did not apply,
because there was no “assumption of liability in a
Continued next page
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contract or agreement.” Instead, the policyholder’s promise to perform its work in a good and
workmanlike manner simply tracked its general
obligation to exercise reasonable care under the
doctrine of negligence. In other words, if the
scope of liability under the contract is coterminous (or less than) the scope of liability under
a negligence theory, the contractual liability
exclusion should not apply, as there has been no
“assumption of liability.”
In Lennar, Texas policyholders scored a major victory last August when the Texas Supreme Court
confirmed that Texas follows the “all sums” rule for
long-tail property damage claims.
The Lennar case involved damages to several
homes occurring over several years caused by the
use of an exterior insulation and finish system
rather than conventional stucco. It was undisputed
that damage to the homes occurred before, during
and after the policy period. The policyholder in
Lennar sought the full amount of the loss up to the
policy limits in accordance with the policy’s obligation to pay the total amount of the loss (all sums).
The insurance company sought to pay only the
damage that occurred during the policy period, or,
alternatively, a “pro rata” amount of the loss based
on its proportionate time on the risk.
The all sums rule comes into play in situations like
Lennar: When a policyholder may be liable for
continuing damage occurring over several successive policy periods. If a triggered insurance policy

promises to pay all sums for which the insured is
liable, then that insurance company must cover the
entire amount of the policyholder’s loss (up to the
policy limits) even if the damage occurred prior
to, or after, that policy period. On the other hand,
insurance companies often urge courts to apply the
pro rata approach, which would permit an insurance company to a pro rata reduction based on the
insurance company’s respective time on the risk or
liability limit. Despite the fact that this approach
contradicts the all sums language in the insurance
policy, some states have been persuaded by the insurance industry in adopting the pro rata approach.
By confirming the applicability of the all sums
rule, Lennar represents a significant victory for
policyholders. Insurance policies subject to Texas
law rightly obligate the insurance company to pay
the full extent of the insured’s liability, “leaving up
to insurance companies who share responsibility
for a loss to allocate it among themselves according to their subrogation rights.” The all sums rule
provided for in Lennar allows the policyholder to
“get its money and get out,” leaving the insurance
companies to deal with the expensive and timeconsuming process of allocating the total amount
amongst themselves. s
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